







































































































SOLUTIONS TD2

Problem 2 the free energy 2 the freezing transition

THECRITICAL TEMPERATURE 2 FREEZING

We have 2 I eBE JdeME eBE gifte SEMPEtotal
rivage

Change variables to E EIN saddlepointcatulation

E fdeen
ISH Bestow Ie YEY.geSlEI Be olN

call of the point where themaximum is attained
The stationary point satisfies 23 13 0 E B
meaning e B 11T This is acceptable

if it belongs to the domain i e kkze.at
which is trueprovided that

T2 1
2 Tg










































































































For Ta 1g the maximum is attained at the
boundary of the interval E Feige
Therefore

e g et for T2Tg 4268T
P En forTatge 212692M

which gives

f 456 peg
tp682 1372 132 Tey

PIER Tete

eogz.ee zTTzTg freezing for a
Tease Tag a systembehaves as

if it was frozen atTg

This transition is of 2nd order thermodynamically
in the sense that the derivative of thefree energy
is continuous at FTg










































































































EL FLUCTUATIONS 2 BACKTO AVERAGE VS TYPICAL

Let us compute theaverage of the partition
function

I JDENIET e
BE
fde

ENT692 E Be tow

In this case there is no restriction to the domain
and the saddle pointvalue is always e 1ft
Then fa f log2 t
which coincides with the quenched freeenergy ofthemodel

only when T Tg In the low T phase this is
smaller than the quenched free energy
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The average E is much larger than its
typical value because is dominated by rare

events realizations of the randomness for
which there are energies Eas Naz which
occur with exponentially small probability
However this exponential smallness is compensated

by the largeness of the Boltzmann weight
when computing the average

E Hyde NTe e
ME a

exponentially large

exponentially small
whenTag iRARE

The typical value Ztm accounts only for
instances occurring with probability of 0117
whenN co










































































































ENTROPYCATASTROPHE

Let us look at the entropy in the two phases
The equation for Ep graphically corresponds to choosing Ep
such that the tangentof Sk atEq has slope 13

Pi n SKI

III
As 13 increases

g E decreases until
EB one reaches a

maximalvalue 13g HTg

The maximal slope corresponds to E Feige
where Sk Vanishes for 13713g the saddle point
is stuck there an 5k 0 At Tg one also
has a transition from positive to zero entropy

Tig 5k 0 exponentially many configurations
contribute to 2Fifa ON

Scontribute
to't

Tete Ep O subexponential numberofconfigurations
condensation










































































































THEOVERLAP DISTRIBUTION

The overlap distribution is

Pg Jyp ZxZ Sfg gta EB za e
BE Y

p
ZZ

partition function

It is convenient to split the cases 4 13 and 4 13

PGH
p 49 9 e III 99 foverlap

ofaconfiguration

probability to extracttwo

withitself

f configurations when
Probability to extract

sample twice with
thesameconfiguration

Boltzmannweight










































































































Now if one extracts two different configurations I'd
and FB with a Boltzmann measure in the REM the

overlap between them is independent of their energies
because the energies Ea are assigned randomly to the

configurations Thetwoconfigurations 5 and FB are
uncorrelated random vectors of 1 1 their overlap is
a sum ofuncorrelated t1 variables it's typical value
is zero Therefore

PGH
p ZI Rg EEI Slg Il

Call Iz E ZI
Then

averaging over all possible realizations

of the model

PlqT IT 8 9 1 G E Slg










































































































let us compute the probability to extract the
same configuration from a Boltzmann measure

at temperature T

When N soo the Boltzmann weight Zalz
selects configurations with the equilibrium energy
density eyes With probe 1 and FB will

have this energy Given 89 the probability to
re extract 8 from the family of NCE configurations

with the correct energy density is

I 1
e
NSKY tdN

Nk

Therefore when Epk Ez since skis 0

this probability decays to zero exponentially

fast when N o This is what happens for
15k Thus

PTg Slg for 151g

The system is in a paramagnetic phase equilibrium
configurations ie extracted from Boltzmann measure are
Uncorrelated 9 0 Like in highT phase of ferromagnet


























































































when Tek step 0 and IT 011 our large N

expansion is not enough to compute the average

It can be shown that for 15k

II dae.gsCa e
u

mJiTidu
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One has
gg e

u

a
Ttt
du p f Iglost Hoo

e
a
a
The 1

da Rftty

Using that Plate dt t Et and that

II E it da.it E IEII tEIitl
f e uu

t tdu M E



Since P 2 ZG z we find
pl e

IT Igf Fy t the

Thg Ig 819 1
Tty84 RTs

Interpretation glassphase

In the low T phase the Boltzmann
weight is dominated by sub exponentially
many configurations Theprobability to pick
up the same is 0117 Consistent with entropy
catastrophe However there are more than one
configuration and they are verydifferent from each
others thus there is also a finiteprobability
to extract two of them at 9 0 this is not the
case in a ferromagnet Oney for Teo the probability
to pickup the same goes to one this configuration
is the ground state



Comments

A In this cakulation we used the fact that
9dB and EaEps are unrelated to eachothers this
is a peculiarity oftheREM
In othermodels the forger is gap the more 54 and FB
are similar the more the

energies EL Eto d and Ep EtoB will be
correlated

B Deriving the expression for TI for Ek
is not trivial with a direct approach
The replica method that we discuss in nextTDs

gives an alternativeway to do so


